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Novel Approach to Band-Discontinuity Determination at a Hetero-Junction
Based on a Fully Computer Aided C-V Reconstruction Procedure

Matsuto Ogawa, Hiroto Matsubayashi, Hiroyuki Ohta, and Tanroku Miyoshi

Department of Electronic Engineering, Kobe University
L-1 Rokkodai, Nada-ku, Kobe, 657 Japan

We propose a novel and systematic method to determine the characteristic parametels of a hetero-
junction precisely ftom the capacitance-voltage (C -V) measurement data. The band-discontinuity
AE., the position of hetero-interface s;, ond the doping profile at the hetero-junction I(r) are
syntheslzed numerically based upon a fully computer aided Cyy - V reconstruction procedure. In
this procedure, it is shown that the capacitance should be calculated ftom the electrostatic energy
and the conventional concept of the interface charge density is no longer needed. As a test device,
the VPE grown GaInAs/InP avalanche photodiode is used.

1. Introduction

Recently, extensive studies have been worked on the
determination of band-discontinuities at hetero-junctions,
particularly, in GaInAs/InP and AlGaAs/GaAs material
systemsl). These values play significant roles in the sim-
ulation of the carrier injection in quantum-well lasers and
the carrier transport in photodetectors.

In this paper we propose a novel and general method
to determine the characteristic parameters of a hetero-
junction such as the band-discontinuity AB"precisely ftom
the capacitance-voltage (C - I/) measurement data. The
parameter extraction procedure termed inverse C7a2 - V
simulation is based on the iterative solution of the forward
simulation by adjusting unknown parameters to minimize
the difference between the measured C -V characteristics
and the simulated data. It will be emphasized that the
conventional concept of the interface charge density is not
necessary for the procedure if the measured capacitance
is compared with the synthesized capacitance calculated
ftom the electrostatic energy.

2. Deffnition of capacitance of a semiconductor
diode

The small-signal capacitance o{ a reyerse biased semi-
conductor diode arises ftom the electrostatic charge cir-
culating within its external biasing circuits due to the
change of the probing bias voltage. From the conserva-
tion of power in the diode, we obtain

'Qw ll ,, ,,0p(") ,ir i" - i[*'T= Jo{(t)fidr, (1)

where V is the voltage diference between the two elec-
trodes, f" the AC current density flowing in the capaci-
tance, lt@) the voltage distribution, p(r) the space charge

PC1-5

density in the diode and Qyy is the charge which generates
the current f.. r\om the equation, we obtain

v6ew = [^' {t(x)6p(x)d,x. (2)
JO

The left-hand side of this equation is exactly equal to the
change in the electrostatic energy 6w with the increase
of the space charge density of the amount oI 6p. The
capacitance cvy measured from the actual devicez) is then
given by

^ dQw [dWww -- dru = VF'
where W is the electrostatic energy defined by

trl
w - i l^ ,(r)E(r)2dr. (4)zJo

on the other hand, conventionally the capacitance has of
ten been defined ftom the change in the space charge den-
sity by the applied bias voltage as

.1 dQ r"usc = E,
where dQ," = q [l6n@)ilx and 6n(o) is the amount of
depleted electron concentration due to the incremental
change in the bias voltage ditr.

We will demonstrate the discrepancy between the en_
ergy capacitance cvv and the space charge capacitance
Cr", for simplicity, for a one-sided p+n homo-junction
diode with the doping concentration of ffp in the n-side.
The exudation of the electrons at the depletion edge is
assumed to be approximated by the exponential Debye
length decay. The Debye length Lp is given by

(3)

(5)
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and the depletion width u is given by
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For such a simple model, Cyy' and Cr" ate represented as

h,.(*) - No,
, jVsr

ttw@)=--t-Ln-tn't-\ffi)-

2.O

lsml
and

cr": w*Lo

Explicitly, the energy capacitance Cy is found smaller
than the space charge capacitance Cr" by the factor of

Q + {#)')-t. Accordingly, the change of capacitive

charge dQw caused by the change of the depletion width
dw

dQw - qNpd,w - qNo-, L2n

P+ffi*76it'' (10)

is smaller than dQ"" - qNodw. The second term in eq.
(10) arises ftom the incoming charge ftom the external
measurement circuits.

On the other hand, the apparent carrier concentrations
h : T# (C-t) are represented for each definition of ca-

pacitance as

[cm-3]

FiS. 1. Schematic structure of Gas.aTlns.$As/lnP APD un-

der measurement.
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It is found from eq. (12) that the moment conservation
theoreml) , Jfl n(r)dx = Jf hy,y(r)rlr etc. can no longer
hold because the measured apparent carrier density fi,yy

contains the extra charge correction due to the incoming
charge ftom the external circuits. In spite of this fact,
Kroemer et. al introduced the concept of the interface
charge density o; at a hetero-junction assuming the mo-
ment conservation. Consequently, the conventional deter-
mination procedure of hetero-junction parametersl) may
lead erroneous data. In the next section, we will propose
our precise determination procedure and then show its ap-
plication.

3. Inverse C,s,y - V simulation and its application

A VPE grown GaInAs/InP avalanche photodiode
shown in Fig.l is used as a test sample. In this sample,
the two depletion layers appear separately at the P-N and
the hetero-interfaces until the N-InP layer between them
is completely depleted by a large reverse bias voltage.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the C-V characteristics calcu-

lated by the refined procedure (ENERGY) and those by the
conventional method (SPACE CHARGE).

The C-V characteristics for the device shown in Fig.1
are simulated based on the two definitions of capacitance
and compared in Fig.2. A large discrepancy can be found
at the reverse bias less than 8 V at which the punch-
through appears to take place in the N-InP between the
P-N and the hetero-interfaces. As discussed in the previ-
ous section, this discrepancy is caused by the extra charge
ftom the external circuits.

Obviously, we can no longer apply the conventionall
procedure for this case. Our novel procedure (inverse
Cyt2 - V simulation) is based on the iterative solution of
our hetero-device simulator (forward simulation) to mini-
mize the sum of the squared diferences between measured
and simulated data values3). Since the capacitance de-
fined by the electrostatic energy W is used in the Cyy -V
reconstruction, we need not introduce the ambiguous pa-
rameters such as the interface charge density. As an it-
eration method for the parameter extraction, the Pow-
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ell's non-linear optimization processa) is adopted to en-
sure the nonsingularity of the solution. The whole param-
eter extraction procedure is illustrated in Fig.J. The final
reconstructed data of this Gas.a7Ins.53P/InP system are
AE"=0.17 eV, c;=0.70 pm, and the doping profile I(o) is
shown in Fig.4. The residual capacitance euors for such a
reconstruction are shown in Fig.5 as a function of reverse
bias voltage.

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the reconstruction procedute.
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed doping profile I(r) and the position

of the hetero- interface r; -- 0.70 p,m.
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Fig. 5. Final residual errors in the present reconstruction
procedure at each bias voltage.

4. Summary

In this paper we have proposed the inverse Cyy - V
simulation as a general and nondestructive determination
procedure of physical parameters of hetero-junctions. It is
stressed that since the measured capacitance corresponds
to the energy capacitance Cyt, the energy capacitance
must be used for the determination of parameters in the
C - V reconstruction procedure. It is also shown that
in our procedure proposed the parameters can be recon-
structed without introducing any ambiguous parameters
such as the interface charge density.

In the application to the VPE grown Gae.aTlne.ssAs

/InP hetero-junction, the conduction band-discontinuity
is found to be AE" : 0.17 eV. The maximum error is
found to be 5.8 fF which is comparable to the noise level
of our measurement system.

We believe that the method proposed here is superior
to the conventional C-V determination method and the pL
mea,surement because in our procedure the self-consistent
capacitance calculation and the nonlinear parameter opti-
mization are included, and in addition, it is available to
actual devices at room temperature.
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